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The following publication constitutes Don Wilson’s contribution to the 
Fantasy amateur Press association. Any material herein not specific
ally credited is the, uh, work of the editor. I don’t believe there 
are any extras for sale to nonmembers, principally because there aren’t 
enough extras to make it worthwhile to sell them. Anywav, review cop
ies go to Sam j.erwin Jr. and nog Phillips.

Tuis issue of kgobeast is going to be a new experience for me, 
because it’s the first time I’ve had anything to do with producing a 
mag for the benefit of Fapa members, and it’s also mv first crack at 
composing at the stencil. However, the latter isn’t too much, be- 
-ause most of my stuff is composed at the dummy, and that isn’t TOO 
different. .. y sole object in this paragraph, then, is an attempt to 
■x >ep some of the inevitable criticism from descending on mv head. I’ll 
stop here on the advice of r.peer, who says neologies add nothing to 
the enjpyability of a magazine, ^although thev may ease the editor’s 
conscience.u

But enough of that, Egobeast is to be something in the nature 
of a running editorial, punctuated here and there by material written 
by others. Perhaps it isn’t entirely ethical to stick material in 
the middle of an editorial, and it is probably even less ethical to 
comment on material in your own magazine, but it will at least create 
an air of informality, which is the main thing I’m striving for in 
this mag, and, since very little of Ego’s material will he written, 
solicited, or accepted in the usual fanzine manner, an explanation 
will have to accompanv each bit of stuff. You'll see what I mean when 
you work your wav into some of the stuff in here.

Now to something that’s been bothering me for quite a while. The 
fact that I’m a ILdA member can be laid to Francis T« Laney, who vzrote 
a letter to Fandom Speaks, Before Fran’s letter-aopeared, I had hard
ly any idea of what FaPa was, how to join it, or anything else. New 
fans (and I haven't been in fandom too long) must necessarily denend 
on what they read to inform them. I had read publicity for nearly 
every other aspect of fandomania, important and otherwise, in the ca
ges of various fanzines, oropaganda leaflets, letters,. But it seems 
that Fapa doesn’t want itself publicized, I had heard references to 
FAP/x in various letters, and so on, and through a peculiar process of 
association and semi-detective work I deduced what FAPA was; after that , 
for a long time I didn’t know how to join. Finally, a copy of Variant 
#1 came into mv hands, naming Widner as secretarv; by the time I got 
around to writing ^rt, Ackerman was elected secretarv, I finally sent 
my buck to Furbee. But that is off the subject. The point is that 
something ought to b*3 done (much as I detest that phrase) about the 
lack of Fapublicity available to the new-fans.

If you want to discourage memship in this organization, then con
ditions are ideal today. But I doubt if this is so. And Laney’s let
ter proved that it wasn’t. So,- assuming that FAPA wants new members 
for its ranks, some sort of publicity campaign should be instituted, 
iiany things could be suggested; as far as I can see, the best idea would 
seem to be a propaganda leaflet, or introduegorv booklet, of the same 
sort the NFFF distributes to prospective new members. In this case, 
the leaflet would preferably be sent to anyone whose name appeared on 



a letter, article, or other piece of Material in a fanzine, and par- 
,jcularly to all fan publishers, the moment their first issue is an
nounced,, This way, a waiting list could, be built up, and. waiting 
lists are a healthy sign in any organization. Perhaps some provision 
could be mads to send trial mailings to those highest in the list 
vhen a vacancy occured; but, in thinking that over, I can see that it 
isn’t a good idea, because once it became the custom to send out trial 
mailings, the end would never be reached .Anyway-, mailings should be 
sent to the professional fanzine-reviewers, and a little hornblowing 
could easily be indulged in. PAPA could stand to be more than a grave
yard of discouraged fan-pubbers.

Your ideas on the subject will be welcome.

THE FOLLOWING remarks are gleaned from various letters of Geofge 
Caldwell, fan of San Anselmo, California. I had intended running them 
in the letter column of my subzine, DREAR QUEST, but lack of space 
kept shoving them out of every issue of DO., so I finally decided to 
shove them in here. I have eliminated as far as possible all extra
neous material, personal correspondence, and the like, and saved only 
the material likely to provoke the most controversy. I have an idea 
most of you will be interested.

Listen, then, to the conversation of
' ' CONTROVERSIAL CAL DWELL:

aN object-lesson in notoriety
I do not believe that ASF is tops in quality. Far from it, I 

have even- stopped reading it Except for newsstand skimmings. I do not 
object, to the stories — it is the scientific drivel contained there
in. 1 had a pretty good scientific background in high school. I 
got an A-plus in chemistry, being in the top bracket of a nation
wide chemistry test given bv the University of Columbia (New York.) 
I also had physics and physiology... Yet I’ll be damned if I can un
derstand the stories in ASF.. Oh sure, I cang et the bare essentials 
of the plot, but hell, I myself can think up as good plots as the 
ones they’re using. I like cake, but I like the frostingtoo. • ASF 
has no frosting. I was talking to an occasional reader of science
fiction last night. I met him quite by accident; he’s ray cousin’s boy 
friend and I was oyer there visiting her and her folks. ■ We got to 
talking and he mentioned stf. . Let it suffice to say AS and FA are 
his favorites, while ASF is far down at the bottom of the list, purely 
because of the science. All he can get is the bare plot; that’s not 
enough. Yet he knows real literature; his favorite story is Stanley 
G. Woinbaum’s immortal THE NEW ADAM, a truly superb story. We passed 
the Shaver mystery off as "maybe” because no proof pro or con has been 
presdnted. He reads them and enjoys them; that’s as far as it goes.

The average reader of literature, if he picks up an Amazing Sto
ries, is lucky. I know. I picked up an ASF at the age of 13, It 
wasn’t till a few years later that I found Amazing didn't have the 
dry science of aSF. ... To me, characterization and humanness of the . (
story are what I go by chiefly. If the characters are dull and heavy, 
if there is no emotion, then the story is a flop. The old Astounding 
of 194-2 era had humanness in buckets full. If you've ever read "Fi- f 
nal Blackout” you know what I mean. It is only in TWS, SS, AS, and 
sometimes Planet that these qualities are found, and then oft times 
rarely. c.. By humanness of a story I mean emotionalism, I guess. ' 
Bus it's more rhan that. Characterization means a great deal; the 
characters must seem to breathe, live, act according to whatever stan
dards I have set up for it after reading the story and forming my o
pinion of him from the text. Some characters act unnaturally, not
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th- soh«5'J thir.^s as though they belonged there, That 
mainly my whole objection to aSF. In their social aspect stories 

x cannot pat myself in the place of the characters picturized therein, 
because the background, or whatever you want to call it, isn’t there 
for me to fit myself in. I can fit myself in most stories with ease 
if the job of characterization is done half-well. As I have not read 
aSF for quite a while it may possibly have changed its policy bv now, 
but I doubt it. Therefore, I cannot analyze my feelings for you; I 
only know how I feel when I read some stories, and how I feel when 
I read others,Some give me a feeling of completeness, of having really 
entered into the story; others leave me with a kind of "so what” att
itude or "just don’t care”4 The plot, idea, etc, is there, but I just 
can’t get interested in that particular storyxxx.

vvilson again: I guess that’s enough for one round. After all, 
I want poor Caldwell to come out with a whole skin. Naturally I don’t 
need to add that I disagree completely (almost) with everything he’s 
said. His remarks about characterization ’’making" a story are. true 
enuf, but in my humble opinion he sure used them as an example to prove 
the wrong point! I don't want to use xxi up valuable (!) space to 
comment on Jawge’s remarks; I’ll leave that up to vou. You are urgen
tly requested to argue with Jawge, If you wish to send your comments 
directly to me, I’ll gladlv publish them in the next issue of EB. 
otherwise, comment ill your own Fapazines. And please confine your 
analyses to argument, not libel or insults. Criticism of a promag 
is legitimate, .ANY promag.

SOME OF YOU may recall that in the second issue of DREAM ^UEST, 
I began a department called ’'Bookdealers I Have KnownWell, the 
department didn’t catch on, and no articles on bookde^lers were re
ceived. The following is an excerpt from a letter to me from Bob 
stein, and represents the only real reaction the article/on book
dealers which I wrote received. Says Bob: (Quotes eliminated ’cause 
I'm lazy) '’Bookdealers I Have Known” reminds me of a fellow here in 
Milwaukee, called the Silverdime* He has some zines, Amz mostly, and 
won't let you take them off the shelves, or look at the second hand 
records he sells. I was looking thru his pocket sized stuff and he 
asked wot I was looking forpi, I gave him the 2 Lovecraft titles in 
the Bart House edition; he said they were not there, in a belliger
ent tone/of voice. So J walked out.

a fellow in Chicago, I walked in and found that he had all the 
early aSF and Unknowns, and nearly keeled over when he told me he wan
ted $3 for £1 Unknown, ^2 for older aSF, and $1 for *40 to '44, I 
got out of there buying a Merritt pocket book for 500.

One thing you’ve got to memember. As long as fans ore willing to 
pay those inflated prices, they’ll stay ap there. We ought to get 
together «nd start a fan cooperative -- a magazine exchange. Listing 
wants and doubles or stuff you want to get rid of, in a zine. Don’t 
take any ads for selling stuff above a maximum. Prices should run 
something like this; Top for ANYTHING in the magazine way, 75i, that 
for early FFM and FN and Unknown Worlds. Pre-’3Q ASF..600. Post- 
’39 to 44, 450 maximum. ’45 to ’46, 300 , ’47 cover price. Or you 
could make it 350 for ’45, and cover price for anything later. For 
off-breed zines approximately the same prices should hold; they sold 
for considerably less in many cases than aSF, Startling and TWS and 
Amazing should go for about 500 in the Standard and ZD co. editions, 
and early Amz and Wonder should have a top of a buck — I mean the 
really early early, 1927 to *33 or so. ’34 to ’35 could take 750,



and 606 from 1936 to when the present publishers took over. The rea
son the off breed go for as much as aSF is that while they were of in
ferior quality they are rarer, and didn't go into as big editions. 
They didn't have such wise distribution, either. ###

stein has an idea there. But his prices are doubtful, ht least 
to me. a lot of them sound a little high. For instance, 506 is an 
ava ul lot to ask for Standard TWS’s and Zififl-Da-vis Amazings. Amaz
ing has always had a larger circulation than any other stefzine, that 
is since Palmer took over; and many Amazings can be picked up by cas
ual hunting in second hand magazine stoies. I’d say 306 on, at the 
most, 356 would bo enough for any Rap Amazing. Thrilling Wonder sold 
oiigmaily for 156, and we should take original (cover) price into 
this somewhere. I'd think an awful lot before I'd pay double the 
cover price for any prozine less th°n ten years old, which pretty 
well comm’S the more modern era of pro publishing. Thirty centavos 
would be a good maximum for anything newer than 1940, except, of 
course, for some FN. ^FM, ASF, Unknown,. The pulp junk could have 
a att. or less, absolute maximum placed on it. By that I mean such 
magazines as Planet, Superscience, Future, &c* But prices or no, 
the idea of a fan magazine exchange sounds fairly reasonable to me. 
As usual, I'd appreciate if you comment on the idea, and make sugges
tions., The more analytical-minded of you will doubtless come up with 
a complete working-plan and pay-scale for the exchange anyway, so 
wot am I worrying about,...###

Ackerman says of the following article: "The background on that 
"Venus" article is that it was originally written as a filler for some 
promag (not necessarily fantasy) ns part of an Experiment That Failed. 
I got a notion I could write and sell fillers 1 ike mad -- $2 here, 
$5 therec It.developed I could write § ’em like mad, but selling ’em 
was a sad story. I finally turned the batch over to the Mss. Bureau 
to salvage. You got about the longest one, I believe.’’

VENUS STRETCHES ARMS TOWARDS EARTH 
by Forrest J Ackerman

VENUS the planet, not the armless De Milo, will beckon to rocket
eers in the years ahead, an astronomy professor sold in Los Angeles 
recently. Prediction was made by Dr. Samuel Merrick of the University 
of Califcmia, who appears to be the local counterpart of Clarke of 
England when it comes to the subject of astrogation.

Like an ever increasing portion of the earth’s population, Dr. 
Herrick is convinced that Verne, Wells and Willy Ley will soon be 
made prophets with honor, as Man climbs into a spaceship and calls on 
the man in tho Moon.

"But a trip to Luna is only an hors-d’oeuvre," ssays Dr. Herrick, 
who his has eye on much richer pie in the sky: The Evening Star. 
Once the escape velocity of 7 miles a second is attained, the rocket 
leaves earth and arrows through the void, 24.0,000 miles to the moon 
in 10 hours. The voyage to Venus -- approximately 70,000,000 miles— 
would consume about 4 months.

Plotting the course, a time-consuming operation on whose infinite 
precision the interplanetary pioneers may well depend for their very 
lives, is the business of Dr. Herrick. At UCLA, he is teaching the 
subject to his class of junior and senior astronomers, physicists, 
and E'xkinmrkxxzi mathematicians.

Astronautics students are learning the thecr y of calculating a 
space-flight. To Venus, this would involve the original factor that 
the rocket leaving tne earth has the same motion as the earth, which 
is traveling around the sun ac 18 miles a second. Venus, too, is 
circling the sun at a high rate of snneed, ((This is page 4))



To clear earth and connect with. Venus will recuire a higher skill 
than hitting the jackpot on a pinball machine-. With a correspondigly 
greater thrill: A payoff in adventure, discovery and romance literally 
out of this world.

A veritable Milo-stone, the conquest of Venus.!
M

I think it only fair to tell you that the above article was re
ceived before the Rog Phillips storm broke. Page 4 of this issue was 
stencilled about a month before page 5, which explains why the expla
nation wasn’t made before the article.. Hope nobody minds. I didn’t 
want you to think 4© had broken his pledge., or that I was taking ad
vantage of him, or anything. ..

Like I say, this page- was stencilled a long time after the pre
vious one... And this came up only recently -- that is, I got this i
dea only recently.« My subzine contains a nro review column called 
”Pro-Phile", by Gilbert Swenson. Unfortunately, this column runs to 
great lengths, .and fills up untold amounts of space. And, as I have 
to have room for some other stuff, something 'has to go -- and I don’t 
like to shave the department down., because I’ve tried it and the read
ers didn't react favorably.

The onlv conclusion is to throw it out of the mag entirely. How
ever, everyone has agreed that it’s a good column; and I wouldn’t feel 
justified in removing it entirely from existence. The obvious answer 
is to put ’’■Pro-Phile” in here -- in the mailings of Fapa,

This, then,„may be the last issue of EGOBEAST. the readers of 
Dream ^uest don’t jump at my throat for it, it is very probable that 
in the future my contribution to Fapa will consist solely of Gilbert 
uwenson's ”Pro-Puile.” zine devoted solely to comment on and dis
cussion of the prozines would, in my opinion, be a good idea. Of 
course,.there would be a letter column, perhaps a long one; perhaps 
outside drawings, though this is unlikely. The pages, if this thing 
goes through -- it might not, 1 can't tell at this writing -- won’t, 
of course, be limited to Gilbert Swenson. Articles on the prozines 
and any aspect thereof by anyone in or out of fandom will be solicited, 
^wenson's reviews will provide only the backbone, the report on the 
current issues of the prozines as they come off the stands. From 
there on, it’ll be up to youse. The size of the mag will depend on 
your response..

T..e more I think of this idea the better I like it. aven if my 
leaders object so strongly that I’_ forced to keen Pro-Phile in DQ, 

doubt very much if Egobeast will again see the light of dav, excent 
on very rare occasions when deemed necessary or fitting, or something 
or other. I'll very probably contribute some kind of mag of prozinely 
discussion or report to FAPa, with or without Gilbert’s column. Watch 
the future mailings,. ’* Horrible thot: In. the first issue of DQ, the 
column took up 28 pages -- and it only reviewed 2 months' newsstand 
output! My ghod. Of course, them were the days when GS oynonsized 
the plots,, too. anyway,, my prozinely Fapazine (if it materializes, 
and there's no reason why it shouldn't) will be larger than I care 
to think about. I can see myself dragging the cover off my ancient 
LCSMITH once more -- much as the thought is detestable.

Hmmm. I still have to fill one more page to make this come out 
even. Can’t waste paper, you know,,,even if it means spending 150 
for another stencil tomorrow. The joys of fan publishing.

Your comments and suggestions will be more than welcome.



—‘Pflfyans brought up an interesting subject recently in "Are Gadget Stories 
Passef*, which I published in Drear, Quest. He reached the conclusion that the 
gadget Story and the old time space opera were definitely not passe. I rather 
doubt the validity of any conclusion anent this type of story, however. For, as 
Marijans pointed out, you can’t designate a story as gadget-plotted or not arbi
trarily with any great hope of being correct from an arbitrary standpoint.

St3f used to be founded to gadgets, of course. A gadget made a story,- be
cause the important thing was the gadget, Likewise, a situation, — a trip to 
another world, o contact with a grotesque interplanetarian, &c — was sufficient 
to create a saleable manuscript. I think you’ll all agree that that particular 
type of gadget story and wpace opera is OUT. For it takes a darn good author to 
think up an idea sufficiently good to make a story on the strength of the idea 
alone. Ch, it can be done. It still is being done, off and on. Fog Phillips can 
do it. A. F. van Vogt has done it, and some authors, like Richard S Shaver, can 
make a concept, like the dero in the caves, sufficient for the creation of a story. 
Nevertheless, not everyone has ideas of the caliber of Fog Phillips’, and even the 
Shavers can’t find a Rap to sell their stories to oftener than once in a decade* 
If ideas were the totality of story material, Rog and ASvV would probably be the 
only 2 authors writing stef today, or pretty nearly the only ones. No gadget con
cept, no matter how revolutionary, can make a story. Rog’s ideas aren’t gadget 
concepts. Any fool can get an idea for a gadget, but not everyone can think up 
ideas like Rog’s, which are sufficient to selll a story on their strength alone.

So you can’t designate a story as gadget-plotted or spaco-opera-plotted arbi
trarily and expect to ba believed when you say that they are here to stay, willy- 
nilly. .-Gadgets and space opera can b 0vitally necessary for the existence of a 
story. They can be the prop that holds up the structure of the story. But that 
they must remain. 'When they cense to be more props and become the structure — 
there ain’t no structure. It’s a house of cards, and it will collapse righty 
quick. Try selling one of the things, keey the gadgets, keep the gpac -opera, 
but don’t depend on them. Use them to help.

It is common knowledge that stef today deals with the way humans react to con
ditions, Reaction to a gad$et*»condition could make a nice yarn, out not the gad
get in itself. ’* And even the Rog Phillipses would do well to consider the even
tual situation of an idea writer who runs out ofi ideas. Stories like "The Des
poilers”, in which the idea s are piled on, can still be written. But one power
ful idea, if handled right, can make as good a story as a thousand of them piled 
together. And, as Campbell points out, an idealeas ran can write a fine story, 
Phillips could improve his work 'ey separating his ideas somewhat, I feel. ” But 
this wasn’t intended to be a discussion of Phillips’ work, Wo will leave that 
till next time, when the first fapa number of ’’Pro-Phile” appears. A discussion 
of his works won’t be out of place there.

And, in ths final windup, what counts isn’t anything arbitrary, like gadgetry 
or human reactions or ideas. It’s just the power a writer has, or doesn’t have, to 
make his story enjoyable to his readers. And it is impossible to predict when a 
story will make a favorable impression. Any that do — well, they’re good stories, 
whether they’re founded on a rook idea foundation, or mnnQfactured out of the thin 
other-drift. (Joke.) That’s the thing that made AD7PNTURF.S IN TIMF AND SPACa such 
a good anthology, and caused other anthologies to fail somewhat in what they set 
out to do.
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The next fapa nailing will include a discussion of proaines by mo. You may 

expect it definitely. And if the Cosmic Cireule Commentator by f-lliott ap- ears in 
this bundle, it is undor my ttuspieos. Perdue did it with the emergency disaster 
plan, and Cortelyou isn’t a fapa member. I believe it would be legal to do it with 
the CCC. But don’t blame me for its contents. I assume no responsibility for 
that. Maka crooked the way of non-roturn,....Odd notes; Mitropolous says Wagnor 
ruined opera.-.Dream Quest can be subbed to by writing me...cany copie* of issue 
fl of DQ remain for sale at 10^. per... see you in the next mailing. —Don Wilson


